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1. Introduction. 

The main purpose of this paper is to establish the existence of positive 

solutions of the equa.tion 

n N 

(1) - L D;(J'Ytt.(:r.)JP-2 D;u(x)) + cJu(x)JP-2u(:c) = L r;(:r:)Ju(x)J9•-2u(:c), 
i=I i=l 

m R11 , where 1 < p < oo and c > 0 is a. constant, p < qi < ~ if n > p and n-p 

p < 'li < oo if p;;; n. The functions r;: R,_-+ [O,oo) (i = l, ... ,N) satisfy the 

hypotheses ( a,i) and ( b;) of Section 4, which depend on whether p < n, p = n or 

71 > n. We are also interested in the behaviour of solutions ai infinity and in the 

question of the existence of multiple solutions. 

The pn.per is orgaruzed as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we describe an 

abstra.ct setting fur the.equa.tion (l). Namely, we consider t.he equation 

(2) Au= \1il>(u) 

iu a. reflexive Daua.ch space .. :r, where A is n pot.ent.ial <.>perai.<Jr and 9> il'< a n'ld-valued 

functional <.>n X. Vile follow here the ideas devel<.•ped by Stuart in ll8J and \20\ fnr 

the eq ua.tion 

11. = V<lJ(n) 
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in a Hilbert space H, which is an abstract version of the equation (1) with p = 2. 

Since the equation (2) has a variational structure, solutions can be obtained by 

minimizing the potential J given by 

J(u) = pa(u)- p<l>(u), 

wher~ a is a potential of A. In Sections 2 and 3- we describe three methods of 

obtaining solutions of the equation (2). The first method is based on the mountain 

pass theorem (see Ambrosetti-Rabinowitz [1] or Rabinowitz [13 - 14]). In the 

second and third method, solutions are obtained as minimizers of J subject to some 

constraints. As a.n application in Section 4 we obtain the existence of solutions of 

(1). In both cases we need some results on imbedding of W1•1'(Rn) into a weighted 

space L~(lln)· These results are discussed in Section 4 and we distinguish three 

cases: p < n, p = n and p > n. We also obtain some existence results when c = 0 

if p < n. In particular, we show that in this case solutions of (1) converge, when 

c -> 0, to solutions of (1) with c = 0. In Section 5 we briefly discuss the exponential 

decay of positive solutions of (I). Finally, in Section 6 we establish the existence 

of infinitely many solutions of the equation (1). The method used in this section is 

based on the Lusternik-Schnirelman theory of critical points. 

If Jl = 2 there are some known existence results for infinitely many so

lutions. In particular, Berestycki and P.L. Lions [5] established the existence of 

infinitely radial solutions. The right hand side of (1), with p = 2, in [5] is replaced 

by a nonlinearity f depending only u and having a subcritical growth at infinity. 

Their results were extended b~· St.uart [19] and Ruppen [17] to (1), with 7' = 2, in a 

noura.dial case. "\Ve additionally prove that a sequence of level sets of the functional 

.l correRponding to the infinite sequence of solutions converges to oo. The existence 
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results obtained in this paper, even in case p = 2, are more general than some 

existence resn!ls in [17 - 20]. However, we are not concerned in this paper with 

bifurcation, which has been extensively discussed in [19]. 

We point out here that for case p = 2, Ruppeu [17] proved the existence 

of infinitely many branches of solutions aU bifurcating from c = 0. However, this 

requires some assumptions on r;, which control the behaviour of these functions 

from below at infinity. 

2. Application of the mountain pass theorem. 

We commence with some basic definitions and notations. We consider 

equation (2) in a real reflexive Banach space X. The dual X is denoted by X''. 

We denote the duality pairing between _,y am! X* by (-, ·). The weak convergence 

in X and X* is denoted by ~ and the strong convergence by ->. For a functional 

<T' : X -> R, we use both symbols v <I' and <I>' to denote the Frechet or Gateaux 

derivatives. 

The following terminology is standard and can be found in the monograph 

of Vainberg [22]. 

A mapping A : X -> X* is said to be a potential operator with a potential 

a: X-> R, if a is Gateaux differentiable and 

Jim r 1·(a( u +tv)- a( u)) = (A( tr.), v) 
t~.u 

for allu and v in X. For a potentia.! a we always assume that. u(O) = 0. His known 

Umt the potential operator with the potential a can be expressed hv tht~ funrntla 

a(11.) = 11 (A(tu), u) dt. 
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We say that the mapping A : X --+ x• is homogeneous of degree f3 > 0, 

if for every u E X and t > 0 

A(tu) = t13 A(u). 

Consequently, for the homogeneous polenl,ial operator A of degree f3 with the po-

tential a. we have 

1 
a(u) =-D-.-. (A(u), u). 

/J + l 
YVe make the following assumption on A and if•. 

(At) The mapping A : X -+ X' is a homogenous continuous potential 

operator of degree p- 1 with a potential a, where p > 1. Moreover, we assume that 

for some constants k1 > 0 and k1 > 0 and for all !lull = 1. 

Since the potential a is homogeneous of degree p, we see that implies 

that 

(rJ) 

for ali u E .X. Also, the continuity of the potential operator A implies the Frechet 

differentiability of ils potential a. 

<f;(u);; a<I>(u) > 0 on X- {0}, 

for sorne constant a > p, wh•:re 

Fnr!.hern1ore, we assume that 
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(A3) ~(u);;; C(lluW' +!lull,.) on X for some constants"'(> a and C > 0. 

Let us now set for a fixed u EX- {II} 

h(t) = ~(tu)t-<> for all t > 0. 

h'() = tjJ(tu)- a<T>(tu) > 0 r 11 0 
t t"'+I = 10r a t > , 

we see that 

{5) 

a.ud 

(6) <I>(tu) ~ <I>(u)t" for t ~ 1. 

Also, we have ~(0) = v~(O) = 0. 

To obtain the first existence result we minimize the functional 

J(u) = ii(u)- p~(11.), 

where ii(u) = pa(u). Since 

J'(u)v = p((A(u),v)- (V'<I>(u),v}) 

for a.IJ u and v in X, any critical point of J is a solution of (2). The first existence 

result is based on the Ambrosetti-H.a.binowitz mountain pass theorem [1]. To apply 

this theorem we need an additional a.sumption on A. 

A mapping A : X -> X* is strongly monotone if there exists !1 cnntinuous 

function r.,: jO,oo)-> [O,oo), which is pusitive oJJ (ll.oo) amllim,_""'''''·ff.) = oo. 

such that 

(A.(u)- A(v),u- v) ~ r.,(llu- vli)llu- vii 
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for all u and v in X. 

A mapping A : X -+ X* is said to satisfy the condition S1 if for every 

sequence { Uj} in X with Uj ~ u and A( Uj) -+ v in X* we have Uj -+ u. Evidently, 

every st.rongly monotone operator satisfies the condition sl. 

THEORJ:i.:M L Suppose that A is a strongly monotone potential operator and that 

\7 <I> is strongly seque11 tia.lly continuous ( tlla.t is, Un ~ u in X implies V <I>( Un) --> 

'Vil•(u) .in ..cY* ). Then the equation (2) has a nont.rivia.l solution. 

l'H.OO F: vVe check that the assumptions, of the mountain pass theorem are satis

fied. H follows from (·i) and (A3 ) that 

Since 1 > o: > p, there exists p > 0 and f) > 0 such that 

.l(u) ~ p for !lull= f) 

and als<.> 

J(u) > 0 for 0 < llull ;; b. 

Let !Iilii > fJ, hy (4) am! (G) we have 

fort > 0 sufficiently large. We now show that J satisfies the Palais-Smale condition 

(PS). That is, if { un} is a sequence in X such that J( un) is bounded and .!' ( Un) --> () 

in X"', then { n,} possesses a convergent subsequencf' in X. It is easy to shm'· that, 

nuder our assumptions, these t.w<:> col!tlition~ on { 11,} imp]:~· that { 11,} i.f b<.>IIJHled. 

Ueuce we Hlfl,Y assuwe that v,, ~ u in X. Since 
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Ill X"'' we see that A( Un) is convergent in X*. According to the condition sl, 

u,., ___. u in X. By the mountain pass theorem there exists ii E X such that 

J(u) = inf max J(g(s)), 
.QEl to;;:,•;;,l 

where r = {g E C([O, l],X);g(O) = O,g(l) =iii}. Since J(u) ~ p, u f. 0 and it is 

obvious that ii is a solution of (2). 

3. Constrained minimization. 

ln this section we additionally assume that 

(A4 ) ¢ E C1 (X,R) and the mappings <I>': X-+ X" and¢': .X-> X' are 

hounded mappings. 

We now set ¢( u) = ¢( u) - p<I>(u) for all u and assume that 

(As) J'(u)u;::::; a¢(u) for aU u EX- {0}. 

Instead of the assumption ( A3 ) we suppose that 

(A;) ¢( u) ;;; K (llu.l/"' +!lull~') for ail u E X and some constants 'Y > o: > p 

and J( > 0. 

As in [19] we list the consequences of these hypotheses that will be needed 

later. 

It follows from ( Jb) that 

(7) 

for al111. EX- {0}. Hence by (A~) we have 

(8) 
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for all u EX, f.hat is (A;) implies (A3). Now combining (8) and (A;) we get 

fur all u EX- {0}. Moreover, it follows from (As) and (A2) that 

(10) (¢'(u),u) = (J'(u),u) + p(V'<J?(u),u);;;; a~(u) + ap<J?(u) = a¢(u). 

Let us now set fur a fixed u E X- {0} 

k(t)_= ¢(tu)t-a for all t > 0. 

Then 

k'( ) q/(tu)tu- a¢(tu) 
t = t<~<+l > 0 

and consequently t-> ¢(tv.)t-cx is strictly increasing on (O,oo) and we obtain that 

(11) lim ¢(tu)rP = 0 and lim ¢(tu)rP = oo. 
t_..O t-oo 

A similar statement can be derived for ¢(u). 

To describe the first method of the constrained minimization, we observe 

that if u E X is a solution of (1 ), then 

g(u) = (A(u),u)- (v<I>(u),u) = ii(u)- ¢(u) = 0. 

Consequently, we minimize the functional J subject to the constraint g( u) = 0. Y.le 

set 

F = {u E .Y- {0}; g(v) = 0}. 

Jf. will be sht>wn in Lemma 2 tha.t 1· f- 0. \>\1e now vbserve that 

( 12) J(u) = g(tt) + J,(u) for all u EX, 

... ~' 
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and 

(13) J'(u)u = ii!(u)u- p(V<P(u),u) = p((A(u),u)- (V<P(u),u)) 

= pg(u) = g1(u)u + ~'(u)u. 

Therefore for u E 11 we have 

( lA) .l(u) = ~(u.), g'(u)u = -~'(u)u 

and nlorel>Ver 

rn = inf{J(u); 71 E F} = inf{¢(u); u E V}. 

LEMMA L (i) There exists fJ > 0 such that ¢>(u) ~ pk1JiuiiP ~ 6 > 0 for u E F, 

(ii) infuEl" .!(u) ~ f5~. 

(iii) 0:''-p.J(u) ~ pk1 1JuW' for u E V, 

(iv) If u E F and .J( u) = m, then u satisfies (2) and 

5((t- p):;:; pki(n- p)II<~·IIP:;:; m. 
a u 

PROOF: (i) lf 11 E F, then 

Since u # 0 and p < o: < /', Jlull ~ Canst > 0 for u E l" and (i) follows. 

(il) If u E F, then by (14) 

J(n) = ¢(u) and ¢(u.) = ¢(u) + pil>(n):;:; ¢(1L) + _P_4~(ll) = _a_,f,(n). 
(\" - /) 0 - ,, 

Consequently, according to (i) we have 
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and this implies (ii). The estimate (iii) follows from the step (i) and the preceding 

inequality. 

(iv) If u E F and J(v.) = m, then there exists). E R such that 

J'(u)v = ).g'(u)v for all v E .X. 

It follows from (A 5 ), (14) and (7) that g'(u)u < 0. Since J'(u)u = 0, we must have 

). = 0, that is, J'(v)v = 0 for a.ll vEX and u satisfies (1). 

LEMMA 2. There exists a. unique funct.ion 8 : X- {U} -t (0, oo) in C 1 (X- {0}, R) 

with t.l!e following propert.r: if u E X - {0} a.nd t > 0, then tu E F if a11d only if 

t = .q( u). The gra.die11 t of 8 satisfies tl!e estima.te 

I ( )I (PIIA(8(u)u)JI + Jjvq'.>(s(u)u)li)s(u)2 
v 8 u < -=-------.,.---:-,....,~-:--:----'---

= (u- p)q'.>(s(u)u) 

PROOF: The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.2 in [19]. We give only a.n 

outline. We introduce a function 1/J : ( 0, oo) x X -t R defined by 

1/J(t,u) = ii(u)- q'.>(tu)CP. 

According to (10) we have 

1/J (t u) = _ <P'(tu)tu- p</>(tu) < _ (u- p)</>(tu). 
t , tr-1-1 = tP+1 ' 

also 

(\7</>(tu),v) 
V'u(t,u)v = p(A(u),v)- tP-l . 

Since ii( u) is homogeneous of degree p, it is clear that for u E .Y - { 0}, tu E F if 

aud only if 1/;(t,u) = 0. Since q'.>(tu)t-7' is strict.!~- increasing functi<.>H. there exists a 

unique value t = s( u) such that if•( s( u ), u) = 0. \;Ve also have 

~ ( ( ) ) / (u -p)q'.>(s(u)u) 
<pSU,U::O- . ··<0 

t · - s(u)P+l 
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and the result follows from the implicit function theorem. 

To show that the constrained minimization leads to a solution of (2) we 

must construct a suitable minimizing sequence. 

LEMMA 3. 'l'llere exists a sequence { Un} c v such that J( Un) _, m, 11.n _, 1J, in X 

illld v J( u,) --> 0 in x·. 

PROOF: The proof is identical to that of Lemma 3.4 in [HI]. Therefore we only 

sketch the ma.in ideas of the proof. In this proof we use assumption (A4 ). It follows 

from Ekelaml's variational principle [2]., [9] that there exists { un} C V such that 

and 

for all wE F. Since by Lemma. l(iii), {un} is bounded, it follows from assumption 

(A4 ) that {vq{u .. n)} is also bounded. We now write for each vEX- {0} 

(lti) J(v)- J(un) = J(v)- J(.~(v)1;) + J($(v)v)- J(un) 

;;: J(v)- J(s(v)v)- n-1 iis(v)v- unll· 

Applying Lemma 2 we get 

for some CJ > 0, provided llv- n, I! is sullicienllY small. To estimate J (r)-.! ( .< ( v )v) 

we observe t.hat 

I.J(v)- J(s(v)v)J ;2 j.9(7J) -ljjJ'(I1(v)v)v!, 
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where B(v) lies between 1 and s(v). On the other hand J'(un)un = 0, since Un E 1' 

aml cousequentiy 

(17) IJ(v) ·- J(s(v)1')1 ~ n- 1 DJ!v- unll 

for some constant D > 0, provided lit'- u,J! is sufficiently small. Combining (15), 

(16) and (17) we obtain 

for some constant C2 > 0. Taking liz II = 1 and t > 0 as small as !lv - unll we get 

J(nn+lz)-J(u,) > __ C2 

' n 

which implies that J'(u.,)z 2; -~:_;- and replacing z by -z we derive 

and the result follows. 

We are now in a position to establish the following existence result. 

THEOREM 2. Suppose that A is a strongly monotone potent.ial operator and tl1at 

v <!> is strongly sequentially continuous. Let, { nn} be sequence constructed in Lemma. 

J. TJJelJ 1Ln --> n in X and u is a nontrivial solution of (2). 

PROOF: Since A satisfies the condition 51 , we show as in Theorem 1 that <Ln -+ 1t 

iu X and therefore J(u) = m, vdt.h 1.1 f 0, ami the result follows from Lcmn:w 1. 

If both functionals a and q;, are homogeneous, then a constrained mini-

mizaiion problem eRn be solved under different set. of assumptions. In particular, 

we need only i.he G i\.teaux differentiability for a and <1'. 
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To illustrate this situation we consider the following minimization problem 

(I) I= min{a(u); <I'('u) = 1}. 

We follow here the approach from !7]. VVe assume that A : X -> X'' is homogeneous 

of degree p- 1, 1' > 1, with a potential fJ, satisfying (3). We stress here that we do 

not assume the continuity of A. The functional <I> is defined on a linear subspace 

D( <r) C X. Moreover, we assume that <I• is homogeneous of degree a > p. Further 

assmnptions on <!> will be formulated in Theorem 3 below. 

THEOREM 3. OJ Suppose that the problem (1) lias a solutiun u, tl1at is, tlu::re exists 

IJ, E D( iJ>) such tl!IJ,t a( u) = I and <I>( 11,) = 1, and that <I> l!as a linear continuous 

G;iteaux dcri•·a,tive (il>'(u),v) at all dired.ious v E JJ(w). Tlzen 

(18) 

for all v E JJ( 'P). lf I > 0 tl!en the "scaled minimizer" u = ffu, wl1ere if = (~I) 

satisfies tbe equat.ion 

(19) (A(v),v) = (w'(u),v) 

for all v E D(<I>). 

(ii) Suppose that all weak limit points of every bounded subset oftlw level 

sel; <I>( u) = J belong to D( <!> ). If <I>+ is weakly sequentially continuous, a and <I>_ 

are weakl.r scquenUaliy lower scm.icrmtinnous, then the constrained mi11imization 

pruillcm (1) has a nontririal solution. 

PROOF: 'fhe proof is similar t.o those of Proposition 2.1 and Theorem :L2 in [7]. 

Therefore we only sketch the nHtin steps. To pr<.H'<:> (i) \\'E' sd d = if''(v )r and for 

rr > 0 we have by the definition of tile Gateaux derivative that 

<P(cru. + ecrv) = O""'(l + cd + o(E)). 
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There exists i:~ > such that 1 +Ed+ o( E) > 0 for all lEI <Eo. Also, for such € there 

exists u = o-(E) such that ll>(uu + Euv) = 1. Consequently, if we set c = (A(u),v), 

we get 
p 

I S a.( 1111. + Uft') = u1' a( u + f1J) = a( u) + ~:( c - -I d) + o( E). - a 

Since this inequality holds for allltl < to, we must have c- ~I d = 0 and this proves 

{18). Since :for u > 0 we have a.(uu + w) = o-T'a(u + Eu-1v) and ll>(uu + Ev) = 

11"'<1•( u + Eu-·1 v ), it is easy to see that 

(A(uu.),v) = E.JuP-<>(\lll>(o-u),v). 
a 

. _1_ 

Therefore, if 1 > 0, then u = uu, wit.h u = (!';!)u-p satisfies (19). 

(ii) Let {uoj} be a minimizing sequence. Since {uj} is bounded, we ma.y assume that 

1LJ ~ u in X. According to our assumptions u E D(ll>) and a(u) ~I. We now have 

as j _. oo, and consequently 

Therefore !l>(u);;; 1 and u =f=. 0. Assuming that !l>(u) > 1, we have u<>!J>(u.) = 1, with 

0 < u<> < 1, hence a(u) ~I;; a(uu) = uPa(u), which implies that 1;; uP and we 

arrive at the contradiction. 

Renmrk. We now c(nnpare the constrained minimizations of Theorems 

:l and 2. First, under the assumptionf' of Theorem :] \<J• is a. potential npera.t.or 

with a potential <I• of degree o:. Therefore we have 

( ) l . 
q, 11. = -(vll>(n),1t). 

(t 
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H is easy to check that a. solution ii of the constrained minimization (I) satisfies the 

equn.tion 

We now set JJ(u) = ~J(u), that is, ll(u) = a(u)- <I>(u). We show that 

H(u) = inf{I/(v); v E V}. 

)f g(v) = 0, then (A(v),v)- (\7<I>(v),t1) = 0, which is equivalent to ;a(v) = <I>(v). 

Let v f. 0 satisfy g( v) = 0. Then in view of (3) and the last identity <I>( v) > 0. 

Hence there exists u > 0 such that o-0 = <I>(v). Let Va = u- 1v. Then the equation 
1 

g(v) = 0 can be written as U 0 = ;uPa(va), that is u = (;a(va)) ;-;::;;. Hence 

. p . Jl JIP _r_ 
H(v) = (1- -)a(v) = (1- -)uPa(va) = (1- -)(-a(va))"-•a(va)· 

a a a a 

On the other hand, for ii. we have 

Since <I>( Va) = 1, we have I ;;; a( Vo) and consequently 

a.ud this jnstifies our cla.im. 

4. Existence results for the equation (1). 

As an application of the results of Sections 2 and 3, we prove the ex.istence 

of positive solutions of (1). vVe recall some basic properties of the 7~-Ln.placia.n 

D.pu = 2.: D; (l\-'t~!''- 2 D;u). 
i=J 
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All these properties can be found in .J.L. Lions [11]. The p-Laplacian 6p maps 

W1 •~'(Rn) onto w-l,p' (Rn) = (H-1·P(Rn))*, with~+?-= 1. If we now set 

where c > 0 is a constant, then fur every h E H'-l,p' there exists a unique u E 

l'F 1 •~'(Rn) such that A( u) = h. Furthermore, A. is a strictly monotone potential 

operator with a potential a: l1' 1 •11 (R,)-> R giYen by 

n(11) = ~ (1 jvu(x)IP dx + c r \u(x)IP dx)\. 
·· R.~~. JAn 

His known that A: H' 1 •~'(Rn) _, w-l,r' (Rn) is uniformly continuous on bounded 

sets. 

To formulate the assumptions Oil r;: Rn _, [O,oo) (i = 1, ... ,N), guaran-

teeing the existence of a compact imbeddir1g of W 1·P(Rn) in L~:(R,.), we distinguish 

three cases. In what :follows we denote by Q( x, l) the cube of the form 

Q(x, l) = {y E Hn, \yj- Xj\ < ~' .i = 1, ... ,n}. 

Case p < n. 
"li+!!'i 

(al) 1'i E 1;-;:' (Rn), where p < q; < q; + E; < ~ (i = 1, ... , and 
qt+q!a · 

(bJ) liml,l~= JQ(o:,l) r;(y)--;;- dy = 0 (i = 1, ... ,N) for some l > 0. 

Case p = n. 

(az) r; E Lt~c(Rn) for somes;> 1 (i = 1, ... , N) and 

(b2) liml,.l~oo JQ(x,l) T;(x)'; d:~.' = 0 (i = l, ... ,N) br some I> 0. 

Cn.se p > n. 

(a3) 7"; E 1/oc(R,) (i = l, ... ,N) aud 

(b3) lirnlxl~= J~(.,,l) 1";(3;) d:r :::.c 0 (i = L ... , N) sorne l > 0. 
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We assume that q1 < ... < qN and that at least one of the functions r; is 

not identically equal to 0. 

The functionals i1> : W1•"(Rn) --> R, J : H'1•P(Rn) --> R, qy : W1•P(fln) --> 

R and ;jJ: W1 ·P(R,.)--> R are given by 

N 1 r 
il>(u) = L-:- }" r;(:c)iu(:c)i9' d:c, 

i=l q, R,.. 

J(u) = Jl(lt(u)- t ~ 1 r;(:c)ju(:r.)iq; dx) = r jV'u(:c)!P d:c 
~1~ ~ 1~ 

+ c l .. jv.(:c)i" d:c-p~ ~ l .. r;(:c )iu(xW' d:c, 

N 

qy(u) = L 1 r;(:c)ju(:cW' d:c 
i=l R •. 

and 

N N 

¢(u) = L:u- P_) i r;(:c)lu(:c)l9' d:c = L q; ~ p 1 ri(:c)iu(:c)l9' d:c. 
i=l g, R,. i=l q, R,. 

Tu show that all these functionals are well defined we need some results on compact 

imbedding uf H" 1 •P(Rn.) into each space L~;(Rn) (i = l, ... ,N) defined by 

and equipped with the norm 

LEMMA 4. (i) Case n > p. Suppose tl1at r; (i = l, ... ,N) satisfy (a1 ) a.ncl (b 1 ). 

'l'l1e11 Jr 1 •7'(11,.) is compactly imbedded in eacl1 space L~; (Rn.). 
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(ii) Case n = Jl· Suppose that r; ( i = 1, .... , N) satisfy ( a2 ) and (b 2 ). Tl1en 

(iii) Case n <. p. Suppose tl!at T; (i = L ... , N) satisfy (a3) and (bs). Then 

W1·1'(R,) is WliiJUid]y illlhedded ill eaclt space L'f.; (F!,)'for each g;; Jl· 

PROOF: Case (i), is a special case of a slightly more general version of a result 

due to Berger-Schechter [6]. An independent. proof of the compact imbedding of 

nr1 •2 (F!,) into L;(Rn) with r bounded and satisfying (b3 ) can be found in [12]. We 

follow the method from [12] to show (ii) and (iii). Obviously, the proof of (ii) and 

(iii), presented here, can also be used to prove (i). For simplicity we set r = r;. In 

both cases it suflices to show that for every 6 > 0 there exists R > 0 such that 

(20) II ( ·v fjj < {j I· - ,\.Q(U,R). ,.,q 

for all f such tl1<1.t !lfllwLr(R,) :;;: 1, where XQ is the characteristic function of 

the cube. Indeed, let {fm} be a bounded sequence in H71 •P(F!n)· We assume that 

II f m.ll w1.r ;: 1 for all m 2'; L Consequently, we may assume that fm ~ .f in 

H' 1•P(F!n) and in view of standard Sobolev compactness theorems there exists a 

subsequence of {fm}, denoted again by {J,J, such that fm-+ fin Lg(Q(O, R)) in 

case (ii) and J, __, f uniformly on Q(O, R) in case (iii). On the other hand by (20) 

we ha.ve 

Combining this with the previous observation, we easilv conclude that .f, ~ f iu 

L~(n,). 

To prove (20) we cover Fin with cubes Q(z, 1), z E l", where l = { ... ,-2,-1,0,1, 

2, ... }. Vie may assume that (ai) and (b;) (i = 2,3) hold ·with l = 1. For 11 > 0, in 
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case (ii), we use (b2 ) to find N > 0 such that 

j~ 1·(x)' dx < Tf 

for each Q = Q(z,l) outside Q(O,N). 1l-/e now use the fact that iff E W 1•n(Q) 

then f E Lq(Q) for each n;;; q < oo and 

for some constant C(q,n) > 0. Hence by the Holder inequality we have 

We now choose C(q,n)17~ < o and add these inequalities over all Q(z, 1) outside 

Q( 0, N) to obtain (20) with R = N. In case (iii) we use ( b3) to get JQ T dx < Tf for 

each Q =o Q( z, 1) outside Q(O, N). We now repeat the previous argument using the 

inequality ll.fiiL=(Q);;; Cllfllnn.v(Q)' which holds for all f E H71 'P(Q), with p > n, 

for some constant C > 0. 

H is evident that under the assumptions of Lemma 4, .P is Frechet differ-

N 

(v<J>(u),v) = L 
i=l 

H is now readily seen that all assumptions concerning regula.ri I.Y p[ </;, <J> 

<Uld ~are satisfied. Therefore each of Theurems I nr 2 yield the existene<:' rr's1dl. [or 

( l). 
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THEOREM 4. Suppose tlutt the asswuptions of Lemma 4 hold. Then tl1e equation 

(1) lms at least one positive solutio11 u in W 1 '"(Rn)· 

Since a solution is obtained as a critical point of J, which has the property 

J(u) = J(lul), we may assume that u f; 0 on Rn. The strict positivity of u follows 

from the Harnack inequality. 

If c = 0 a suitable Sobolev space for the equation (1) is a space E 1•"(Rn) = 
{ completion of the space C.;"'(Rn) with respect to the norm !!Dull,}. 

Here C.;"'(Rn) is the space of C00 -functions with compact supports. We only estab

lish the existence result in case 1' < n. Dy the Sobolev inequality 

for all u E C.;"'(lln) with a constant S = S(n,p). Consequently, E 1•"(R,.) can be 

...!!L regarded as a subspace of Ln-r(Rn)· Also, W1•P(Rn) C E 1•"(R,.) with continuous 

injection. We now extend Lemma. 4 to the space E1 •~'(Rn)· 

LEMMA 5. Let p < n and suppose tltat ri (i = 1, ••• ,N) satisfy (a1 ) and that 

r; E L1 (Rn)· Tlieil for eacl1 i = 1, ... ,N tl1e space E 1•"(Rn) is compactly imbedded 

i11 L~: (Rn)· 

PROOF: The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4. For simplicity we set q = % 

7" = r; and € = €;. It suffices to show that for every 15 > 0 there exists R > 0 such 

that the,i~1equality (20) holds for all f such that IIDJIIP ~ 1. Indeed, let {fm} be 

a. bounded sequence in E 1 •"(Rn)· We may assume that IIDfmll, ~ lfor all m f; 1. 

Since p < q + € < f!p, we may assume that there exists .f E E1 •~'(R,) such that 

fm-+ fin Lq+•(Q(O,R)) and Dfm. ~ D.f in LT'(R,.). Thus 

r If m - flqr d:u ~ ( r If, - .flq+• d:u) if:;; ( r r ~ d:u) .. ~ .. 
}q(o,R) }q(o,R) }q(o,R) 
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On the other hand by (20) we have 

Since .fm ---> fin Lq+•(Q(U,R)), the last lwo inequalities give the convergence of 

f,. iu L;.(R,). 

To prove (20) we cover Hn with cubes Q(z,1), z E zn. For 'I> 0 we use .(ai) to 

Iiud N > 0 such Umt 

h 1'(Y)!!.:p dy;;; 'I 

for every Q = Q(z, 1) outside Q(O, N) and so that 

r r(y) dy < 11· 
}Rn-Q(O,N) 

H Q is any such cube we have by the Sobolev and Holder inequalities that 

nnd consequently, setting .fQ = rm JQ f(:c) d:e, we obtain Poincare's inequality 

where J( > 0 is a const.anl. 'life IWW add all these inequ,Jit.i<"s c>ver ali (j( .: . ] ) nnlsid\' 

Q(O, N) h> g"'l 

l~,-Q(U,N) 
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We nuw chouse 11 so that J("' qt; + 2q-l Sg11 < fJ and add these inequalities over all 

Q(z, 1) outside Q(O,N) to obtain (20) with R = N. 

H is clear that, in case p < n, Theorem 4 continues to hold for the 

equation (1) with c = 0, provided r i ( i = 1, ... , N) satisfy the assumptions of 

Lemma G. Obviously in this case a solution belongs to E 1 ·P(Rn)· As an application 

of Theorem 3 we consider the equation (1) with c ~ 0 and N = 1, that is, 

( 21) 

with the function r( x) varying in sign. 

THEOREM 5. Let p < n. If c > 0 we suppose tl1at r+ satisfies (al) and (bl) for 

some E > 0 and tlmt r_ E Lf00 (Rn)· 1f c = 0 we suppose that r+ sa.tis:fi.es (a1) and 

that r+ E 1 1 (!1,) and r_ E Lfoc(Rn)· Tlren tlle equation (21) admits at least one 

nontrivial solution in E 1•P(Rn) if c = 0 and belonging to W 1 •P(Rn) if c > 0. 

PROOF: We uuly consider the case c > 0. Fur a functional .:P( u) 

t JR., r(x)ju(xW dx we set D(<l') = {u; J~, jr(x)jju(x)jq dx < oo}. It is obvious 

that. D(9'>) is a linear subspace of E 1 •P(Rn) containing C:"(Rn)· In view of Theorem 

5 i\. suffices to show that weak limH points of every bounded subset of {if>( u) = 1} 

belong to D( iV ). Indeed, let Um be bounded sequence in { <P( u) = 1 }. VVe may 

and 
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By Fatou's lemma we see that r_jujq E L1(Rn) aud 

therefore 11 E D(if>). Since <I• is only Gateaux diiiereutiabie at u in every direction 

v E C~(Rn), the equation (21) is sa.tisfieu in lhe distributional sense, tha.t. is, 

for each v E C~(Hn)· 

According to Theorem 5 the equation (21), with c > 0, has a solution in 

Hll,p(R,,). Let us denote this solution hy 1tc. ln Corollaries 1 and 2, below, we 

examine the behaviour of uc, as c ----t 0. 

CoitOLLAilY L Let p <nand suppose tl!a.l. T 2; 0 on Rn, r E L 1 (Rn) and tl!at tl1e 

asstunptiol! (a. 1 ) llolds. Tl!en Uc ~ 11. in E 1 •l'(Hn), as c ----t 0, where u is a nontriv.ial 

solution of (22) with c = 0. 

l' ROOF: The fum:::tion Uc is a solution of the constrained minimization 

Repeating the approximat,ion argument used in the of Lemma 4 in [ 16 ] we 

condl!ue that 

Du in Ll'(Rn), tt 0 ----t u in f_f(K) on every bounded subset J( C R, and a.e. ou 

On i.he ol.her lmnd in view of Lemma 5 U.c --+ n i11 Lf(ij~,'i as c ~ 0. Tn rumpld.e 
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the proof it is sufficient to show that Due _. Du in LP(Rn)· We first show that 

DHe ----> Du <Le. on lil,. To show this we conskler 

By lhe weak convergence of Due we have liu1 J 2 = 0. The following inequality 

yields that lime_,<J J2 = 0. Therefore 

(22) 

am! consequently repeating the argument from [3) we see that limc-o Due = Du 

a.e. on lil,.,. Applying the Holder inequality we check that L~=l J'Vucl;v- 2 D;ucD;u 

is eqniinteg:ra.ble and consequently 

li.m 
c-o 

H novv follows from (22) that 

and the result foilt>ws from the uniform convexitY of Hw space Lr(l~n)· 

If p = 2 (2 < n) this result can be slightl:r improved by allowing 7" to Yary 

in sign. 
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CoROLLARY 2. Let 2 < n and suppose tl1at !' satisfies tl1e assumptions of Tlworem 

5 witl1 p = 2. Then Uc ~ u in E 1 •2 (Rn), as c _, 0, where u is a nontrivial solution 

of (21) witl1 c = 0 and p = 2. 

PH.OOF: The function u.c is a solution of the constrained minirn.ization 

where a.(v.) = t J~JIDul 2 + cv. 2 ) dx and moreover 

for each v E C;;"'(R,.). Inspection of the proof of Theorem 5 shows that luc[qr E 

1 1 (H,). Repeating the approximation argument used in the proof of Lemma 4 in 

[ 1 G] we conclude that 

{nc} is bounded in E 1 •2 (H,J Therefore we may assume that 

Du. in (Rn), Uc --+ u in L2 (K) on every bounded subset J( C and a. e. on Rn. 

On the other hand in view of Lemma 5 Uc ___ ,. u in L;+ as c -+ 0, 

hence Fatou's len11m1. 

dx-cj.'= 

11. sai islles (22), with c = 0, in 1.he distributional s<ense. 

Renmrk. If p = 2 the existence result ubta.ined in Theorem !i is mor-e 

genera.! than in [7] ( see Proposition 4.1 there ). For related existence results we 

refer to papers [14- 15]. 
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The above discussion shows that the solution u is obtained either by 

applying the mountain pass theorem or by a constrained minimization. However, 

we were mmble to show whether these to methods give rise to the same or different 

solntions. 

5. Exponential decay at infinity. 

of the proof of Theorem 1.1 ill showthatifri (i = l, ... ,N) 

a.re bounded for J~; J > H. for some R > 0, then any solution of ( 1) converges to 0 as 

-+ oo. H p > n this follows from the fact that u E W 1 •P(Rn)· To establish the 

decay at infinity of a positive solution of (1) we apply the maximum 

principle (see Lemma 3.1 in [21 J). First we observe that for u E C 2 (!ln) we have 

n 

6,u = (p- 2)JvuJP-4 L Dk;uDkuDtu + JV'ui~'- 2 :.;[ D;;u. 
i,k=l i=l 

Let 11 (X, o) = n7=1 cosh Dx; for X E Iii, and {J > 0. Then by a direct computation 

we check that 

Therefore there exisi,s bo > 0 such that for 0 < {; < Do and all x E we have 

THEOREM 6. Suppose tlJat the functions 1·; (i = 1, ... ,N) sa.tisf\· the b.qwl.heses 

of Lemma 4 anrl Umt are boumled for l:rl ~ 11 for some R > ll. Then if 

11. E 11' 1 "'(H,) it< 11 posil.it·e so.lul.io.n nf (J ), n·e lllln: 

(23) 
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[or some constants C > 0 a.nd 5 > 0. 

PROOF: The proof is a modification of the proof of Proposition 4.4 in [19]. Let 

111 = max iii .. u.( x) and we choose R1 ~ R and 0 < 01 :S 00 so that 

N 

~ . c -c+ 1'i(x)uq•-r:s--
. - 2 

i=l 

N 

·-!::. (H1 ). + fc- \ r·Hq'-P)Hp-l "0 p ,. L....t'' ·j / 

i=J 

o) = M- 1 II( X- li, 5)-1 ami R = (R, ... , R). We 

now define an open set 

D(L) = 

for R1 < L. H is dear that 

N 
I ,--.. 

-!::.p(1L- Ill)< --\C- L 
i=l 

on D(L) in the distributional sense. We now deduce from Len:.u:na 3.1 in [21] that 

u(x)-H1 5);;; max(O, HJax(u(x)
I"I=L 

un D(L) and leHing L -+ oo the result follows. 

VVe now proceed to estimate f. he gradien I. of 11 .. 

(x, b))) 
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THEOREM 7. Let u be a positive solution in W 1•P(R,) of tile equation (1). Suppose 

I./mi. 1'i ( i = 1, ... , N) satisfv tlle assumptions of 'I1Jeorem 6. Tl1e11 tl1ere exists a 

constant,\> 0 such that 

PROOF: Let 1/' : R, ---+ [0, lj be a C 1-function with properties: 1/;(x) = 1 for 

kl;:; k, 1/•(x) = 0 fur lxl;; k+J with IV'l/'1 hounded independently of k. Taking 

11 = uGP'Ij,P, with G(x,p) = n:~l cosh Ax;, 0 <>.,as a test function we get 

(21) L .. IVuiP- 2 t D;uD;uGP'Ij_,P dx + p l, IVuiP- 2 ~ D;uuD;GG'P- 1 1(;P dx 

+ p .~, IV1tlp-Z t DiuuGP D;7j;1j,P-l dx + l, cu~'GP7f;P dx 

Let us denote the second and third integral ol! the left side by J 1 and ] 2 , respectively. 

A straightforward application of the Hohler inequality gives for E > 0 

IJ2i;:; (1'- 1)~6 1 lvuiPG~'lj,P d~: + E-p f uPGI'IV1W dx. 
IR, .JIR, 

lnserling these two estimates into (24) aml choosiug (p- l)ErS- = t, ·we gel 

(25) 
1 1Vni~'GP1j'• dx + l (rGI'- (4(p- l)JI'- 1 1\Gil').J·l'ul' dcr 

,_I !If,,. 

-
2 
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Let li > 0 be the constant from the estimate (23). Since j'i7Gj 11 = OCV)G11 , we see 

that there exists 0 < ,\o < n:tin1;;;;;;N(q;li) such that 

cGP - ( 4(p - 1) v·-J IV'CW ;:; ~c;r· 
~ 

for all E Hn aud U < A < ,\ 0 • Letting k _, oo aml using Theorem 7 we deriYe from 

(2G) that 

and the result follows. 

(L Existence of infinitely many solutions. 

To obta-in the existence of infinitely many solutions we a.pply the 

Lusteruik-Schnirelman theory of critical points. We assume tha.t the functions r; 

( i = 1, ... , N) are nonnegative ami satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 4. 

Then for any m-dimensiona.J 

subspace Ern of nr1•P(R,) the set 

F., = { 11 E Hd•1'(Rn); J( u) ;:; 0} n Em 

is &ounclecL 

) (i = L .... 111) <Jre 

linearly independent. Suppose that P, is unbounded. Therefore, there exists a 
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this implies that. !til~ oo, where ti = (t{, ... ,t!,..) and we ma.y assume that r; 

littlj~oo ¢1 (i = 1, ... ,m) ami 2::~: 1 r; = 1. For every Uj we have. 

(26) 

where]( > 0 is a constant imlepeudeut of .i. Since {\IIi} (i = 1, ... ,m) are linearly 

independent limj-oo I 2:::;:1 ¢1'1'~1 > 0 on a set of positive measure. According to 

our assumption on {r;} there exists rk such that 

(27) 
m ~~ 

7"k(x) ,lim IL -1 •. 1\ll;l > 0 
;~oo fJ 

i=l 

<Ill a set of positive measure. On the other hand the inequality (26) yields that 

Letting j ___, oo we derive from this inequality that 

"' t~ 
r~c(:r.) lim I"" -1 '.,IJ!;(x)! = 0 

J-00 L....J tJ 
i=l 

a.e. on Rn contradicting (27) and this completes the proof. 

Remark. If there is an open set 0 C Rn such that r;( x) = 0 on 0 

(i = l, ... ,N), then Lemma is not true. In fact, if supp \II; C 0 for (i = l, ... ,m), 

then the inequality (26) takes the form 2::::, 1 !t;! 11 ;;;: 0, which shows that the set Pm 

is unbounded. 

VVe now introduce a serptcnce of subspace~ E, E n-LP(R,) vYit.h dirn E, 

m and Em C Em+! for each m.. 'iVc assmn.e thai. linear manifold !!:Cilerated 

by U,>1 E,. is dense in Hrl>P(R,.). Dy E~, we denote a. topok•gical aml alge-

braic complement of Em· We set r'· = {h; h : W 1·P(Rn) ___, n-1 ·P(JR,.), h(O) 
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0, h is au odd homeomorphism, and h(B) C {u; J(u);;: 0}}, where B denotes the 

unit ball in W 1 ·P(R .. ) centered at 0. 

The following theorem is au immediate consequence of Theorem 2.13 in 

[l]. 

THEOREM 8. Suppose tl1a.t '2::~ 1 r·;(:v) > 0 011 Rn. Tl!en 

Cm = ~<11p inf .J(h( u)) 
ltEI'• uE8BnE~;,_ 1 

is a critical value of .T. lvioreover, Cm ~ Cm·f-1 and 0: 0 ~ Cm for a.ll m. 

Ilere O:o > U is a. constant such that J(u);;: O:o for !lull = po, where Po is 

sufficiently sma.ll. 

Let :E( ll'1 ·P(Rn)) denote the class of closed subsets of W 1 •P(Rn) - {0} 

symmetric with respect to origin. We sa.y that a set A in :E(W1 •P(Rn)) has genus 

m, denoted by 7(A.) = m, if m is smallest integer for which there exists an odd 

mapping 11 E C 1(A,Rn- {0}). 7(A) = oo if there exists no finite such m and 

7(0) = 0. For properties of genus we refer to papers [8] and [13]. By r m we denote 

the following subset of :E(W1 •P(Rn)): 

[(is compact, symmetric with respect to the origin and for all h E r*, 

r(K n h(8B));;;: m}. 

We arc now in a position to stal,e the following existence re~u!f. which fol.Jmy~ from 

Theorem 2.8 in [l]. 
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N 
THEOREM 9. Suppose tl!at l:i=l r;(x) > 0 on Rn and let 

bm = inf ma.'\: J (u ). 
KEr,.. uEK 

Then 0 < et 0 ;S b, ;S bm.+J is a critical value of J. AJureover, ifbm+l = ... = bm+s = 

1>, then ;(Ku) ~ s, 1d1en; J(h = {u E 11' 1 •~'(R,); J(u) = b, J'(u) = 0}. 

Accordi11g to Theorems 2.8 and 2.13 in [11 we also have Cm ;S bm· In 

Theorern 10, below, we show that both sequences bm am.l c, converge to infinity. 

ln the proof we use some ideas frum the prooof Theorem 3.14 [1] ( see also the proof 

of Theorem 4.3 in [4]). 

THEOREM 10. Suppose tl!at I:i:1 r;(:r) > 0 onlfiln. Then limm-•coCm = oo. 

PilOOF: Let 

First we show that there exists b > U such that 

for all u EM. indeed, by a compact imbedding of Hrl•P(fln) into L~;(Rn) (i 

l, ... ,N) (see Lemma 4) we have for each lc 

( IDv)I' + I'') d:r )
~ 
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and this implies that 

Since p < gk for k = l, ... , N, our claim easily follows. VIle now define 

\Ve now show that. dm -+ = as m --+ oo. la the contrary ca.se there exists 0 < d < oo 

and u, EM nE~ such that llumliw'·" ;; d, so we may assume that Um--> 0 weakly 

in n·J,r(R,,) and strongly in L~;(R,) (i = l, ... ,N). Obviously this contradicts the 

previous step . 

. Fur R > 1 we define the mapping hm: E~-+ E~ by hm(u) = R- 1 dmu for u E E~. 

\Ve check Umt hm. can be extended to ll.ll application belonging to f''. Indeed, it is 

easy to see that for each u E n·I,r(r~n)- {U} there exists a unique fJ(u) > 0 such 

that fJ(u.)u E III and J(tu);; 0 for aU 0 ;S t ;S (J(u.). This fJ(u) can be found as a 

uni,rue root. of the equation 

(28) 

Therefore for an arbitrary Uo E E~ n B - {0} we have 

Consequently, this implies that 

hm.(E~ n B) C {u E Hrl,P(Rn); J(u):;; 0}. 

For an E > 0 we define by Z, a sd <>fall sums n + ,. wil.b 11 .;: R-.1 E7,, (1 Ti) and 

v E E(Em II B). \Ve now show that 

(29) 
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In the contrary case there exists a sequence R-1dmUj + tjVj E ]l,f with €j -+ 0, as 

j _. 00. Since 1Lj and Vj are bounded in H" 1•P(Rn), €j1'j ...... 0 in ll'1 ·P(Rn) and we 

may asRume that R- 1 tf.,uj _. R- 1 dmtt weakly in H' 1 •P(Rn) and strongly in L~; (Rn) 

_r,,r i = 1, ... , N. Tiy the previous step of the proof we must have 

Also, R- 1 dmu EM. On the other hand we have 0 < R- 1dm < {3(u), so J(R- 1 dmu) 

> O, that. is, 

and we arrive at a contradictiqn. We can now define the extension of hm. by 

- ( ) { hm ( u) for u E E;,., 
hm U = 

€U ·for u E Em. 

It follows from (29) that ii,.(B) C {u E Hr1,P(Rn); J(u) ;:; 0}. To complete the 

proof weslww that infeBnE:;, J(ii.m(u)) ...... oo, as m ...... oo. Let u E 8B n E~,, then 

On the other hand by (28) we ha.ve 

~ R-(q,-p) rnmc(l, c). 

Hence 

J(h.,.(u)),; (R- 1 d,)"(ma.x(l, c)- n-(?;-p) max(l, c)) 

a:nd taking R sufficiently large, our claim follows. 
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